The Pacman effect: a supramolecular strategy for controlling the excited-state dynamics of pillared cofacial bisporphyrins.
The molecular recognition properties of dizinc(II) bisporphyrin anchored by dibenzofuran (DPD), Zn2(DPD) (1), were evaluated as a strategy for utilizing the Pacman effect to control the excited-state properties of cofacial bisporphyrin motifs. Crystallographic studies establish that DPD furnishes a cofacial system with vertical flexibility and horizontal preorganization. The structure determination of a substrate-bound DPD species, Zn2(DPD)(2-aminopyrimidine) (2), completes a set of structurally homologous zinc(II) porphyrin host and host-guest complexes, which offer a direct structural comparison for the Pacman effect upon substrate complexation. Binding studies reveal that pyrimidine encapsulation by the DPD framework is accompanied by a markedly reduced entropic penalty (approximately 60 J mol(-1)K(-1)) with respect to traditional face-to-face bisporphyrin systems, giving rise to a smaller conformational energy cost upon substrate binding. Transient absorption spectroscopy reveals that substrate encapsulation within the DPD cleft dramatically affects excited-state dynamics of cofacial bisporphyrins. The emission lifetime of host-guest complex 2 increases by more than an order of magnitude compared to free host 1. In the absence of the guest, the excited-state dynamics are governed by torsional motion of the porphyrin rings about the aryl ring of the DPD pillar. Host-guest binding attenuates this conformational flexibility, thereby removing efficient nonradiative decay pathways. Taken together, these findings support the exceptional ability of the DPD system to structurally accommodate reaction intermediates during catalytic turnover and provide a novel supramolecular approach toward developing a reaction chemistry derived directly from the excited states of Pacman constructs.